CNB Renovation Updates

June 2017 Update

The Renovation Design Team met with Dean Zerwic on June 21st to give her an overview of the plan. They asked to meet with her sooner than later due to the fact that they are scheduled to have bid documents prepared in 9 weeks. The feedback received from Dean Zerwic was positive with just a few questions and possible changes to the Dean’s suite.

We are currently in Design Development phase of the project. At this time we are on target to meet our original schedule of Bid in November and Construction starting in December.

They have added sequencing to the project, which makes sure we always have a 72 person classroom available, along with third floor classrooms (outside of summer). At this time the plan is to have the two 84 classrooms on ground floor available for teaching in Fall of 2018.

Below is a rendering of the new Student Common area east: